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1 - INTRODUCTION 

This chapter summarizes thermodynamic properties of the eight elements 

curium through lawrencium all discovered at Berkeley by Ghiorso, Seaborg and 

coworkers (Seaborg, 1978). Table 1 gives the main characteristics of these 

actinides : atomic number, main isotopes used for physico-chemical studies 

with half lives, decay mode and representative production methods. 

There are several ways to divide the actinide series -

Natural (essentially tilT uranium) and man made elements or transuranium 

elements. Since the distinction between "uranides" and "curides" (Haïssinsky ' 

and J^rgensen, 1966) has-been abandonned by all radiochemists, ""ane can point 

out the separation between elements which are available in weighable amounts 

Ac to Es and those which are only produced at tracer scale : Fm to Lr (Seaborg, 

1976) with heavy ions accelerators. 

Recently an important transition point has been discussed for metal 

(Johansson 1975, 1976) but also for some solid compounds (Damien, 1976). It 

permits to separate Pa to Pu, which have itinerant f electrons from heavier 

elements where f electrons are localized like in the 4 f series. 

Since many porperties are related to the number of electrons in the 5 f 

subshell, we will consider here the elements in relation to the"filling of 

the subshell from 5 f , corresponding to the half shell for curium, to the 

complete shell at 14 f electrons with lawrencium. 

I would like to discuss in detail the important fact we mentionned : the 

four last elements : Fm, Md, No and Lr are only available at tracer scale. 

Moreover, some lighter elements are often studied at such level of concentra

tion since they are not easily available in weighable amounts and high level 

of radioactivity introduce difficulties. 

If one wants to understand physico-chemical properties of the entire 

actinide series, it is therefore necessary to get information through radio

chemical methods. Less properties are measurable and if one studies heavy 

elements in a few atoms basis, it is clear that results are less accurate and 

have to be confirmed through different kinds of methods. One cannot apply 

classical techniques and one must develop original procedures. However on 
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the other hand, radiochemical measurements have the advantage to permit simul
taneous studies on several radioéléments, which give accurate relative measure
ments. Absolute data could be obtained on homologous elements by classical 
techniques. These special characteristics of radiochemical researches are 
useful for comparative studies on actinides. 

Since some information cannot be obtained through experimental procedures, 
it. is necessary to get the lacking data by theoretical or semi-theoretical 
ways. Radiochemists have to listen to theoreticians and vis-versa, theoriti-
cians have to test their models on recent and accurate data. This helps to 
maintain good relations betwee1n~fesearchers, wfio are generally-suspicious of 
each other '. In most cakes, analytical expressions will enable one to analyse 
experimental facts and predict unknown data. However, since many^experimeneal 
values are lacking one has to be careful and accept that futur research will 
help to correct innacurate extrapolations. 

This explains we will not study element after element, but consider the 
trends of each basic property. By considering data obtained through radio
chemical measurements or with weighable amounts and correlations between 
lanthanides and actinides and semi-theoretical works , we will try to give an 
understanding view of the thermodynamic properties of heavy actinides. 

This chapter is based on recent papers (bibliography has been stopped on 
July 1983) and general reviews particularly : 

- "The chemistry of the transuranium elements", C. Keller, Verlag Chemie 
GmbH 1971, 

- "The chemical thermodynamics of actinide elements and compounds", 
V. Medvedev, M.H. Rand, E.F. Westrum, Jr, Editors, F.I.. Oetting executive 
editors. International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna 

Part I : "The actinide elements", F.L. Oetting, M.H. Rand, 
R.J. Ackerman (Published in 1976) 

Part II : "The actinide aqueous ions", J. Fuger, F.L. Oetting 
(Published in 1976) 

- "The chemistry of the actinide elements" (second edition), 
J.J. Katz, G.T. Seaborg and L.R. Morss, editors, Chapman and Hall Ltd, 
London, to be published in 1983. 
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- "Actinides in perspective" edited by N. Edelstein, Pergamon press, 

1982, 

- "Electrode potentials. A selective and critical compilation" edited 

by A.J. Bard, J. Jordan and R. Parsons, to be published. 

Krestov (1972) presented complete tabulations on thermochemistry of rare 

earth ani actinide elements including general properties of ions, but this 

work as well as papers by the same author on this subject, have to be treated 

with caution since models are insufficiently based on recent experimental data. 

Let me acknowledge colleagues who sent me preprints of their last »r^ 

unpublished works, i.e. H. Edelstein, J. Fuger, D.E. Hobart, E.K. Hulet, 

G. Ionova, B. Johansson, N\ Mikheev, L.R. Morss, J.R. Peterson, TC. Samhoun, 

J. Ward. 

I would like to thank Dr. G.T. Seaborg who gave me the possibility to 

read parts of the second edition (to be published) of the "chemistry of the 

actinide elements". 

I appreciate the help of J. Duplessis for bibliographic work and S. Sogers 

and M. Lièbe for editing. 

2 - ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATIONS AND f -> ELECTRONIC TRANSITION. 

Gaseous elements (Brewer, 1971a) and ions +1 to +3 (Brewer, 1971b) have the 

electronic configurations indicated on table 2. Many theoretical calculations 

and correlations between lanthanides and actinides have been undertaken in or

der to obtain energies of electronic transitions. One of these transitions 

(f •* d) has a particular importance since it has been used to correlate some 

thermodynamic properties of the lanthanides and actinides such as binding 

energies of the metal, or redox stabilities of aqueous ions. 

Data has been obtained by Brewer (1971a,b) from spectroscopic correlations 

and by Nugent and Vander Sluis (1971) and Vander Sluis and Nugent (1974) from 

a linearization technique based on the refined electron-spin pairing energy 

theory introduced by Jirgensen (1962). The f •» d transition energy : &E(q) 

(q represents the number of f electrons) is written as s function : 

AE(q) = W + q(E - A) - (9/104) N(S) E' - M(L) E 3 - P(S,L,J) 
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where parameters were defined by Jdrgensen (1962). Vander Sluis et al. (1972, 

1974) gave numerical values of the parameters and Nugent et al. (1971a) of 

the functions N(S), M(L) and P(S,L,J). 

Values of ûE(q) for heavy actinides which are listed on table 2 are those 

reported by Nugent et al. (1973a). 

3 - IONIZATION POTENTIALS. 

Values of the first ionization potential II of the actinides (or ioniza

tion energies of the neutral^actinides (An.II)'have been derived by utilizing 

interpolated spectral properties of the atoms. Values of Sugar (1973, 1974) are 

quoted in table 3 with estimated uncertainties. \w 

No experimental data has been reported for successive ionization potentials 

but the Hartree Fock calculations have been achieved. For example, Carlson's 

calculated data (Carlson, 1970) shows large deviations (̂  10 %) from Sugar's 

first ionization potentials. It is therefore necessary to adjust these calcu

lations by correcting factors. This has been done by Johansson et al. (1975) 

in order to get the sum of the first three ionization potentials and by 

L.R. Morss (to be published) to estimate 12 and 13. 

However, since one has to assume the constancy of these correcting factors, 

the estimations seem unprecise (for example, variations of such numbers have 

been observed by Maly et al. (1973) in the periodic system). 

Another way to get information on ionization potentials is considering 

thermodynamic cycles. If hydration enthalpies for the reaction An (g) -+ 
3+ 

An (aq) could be estimated (see chapter 6.2.2.), one deduces the sum of the 

first three ionization potentials since enthalpy of sublimation and of forma

tion of the aqueous ion are known. Morss obtained such thermodynamic values 

which are reported table 3. We will see (chapter 6.2.2.) that David et al. 

(1981b) obtained a general analytical expression for calculations of hydration 

enthalpies of ions of different charges. Since extremely accurate data is 

observed with lanthanides (0.4 1 standard deviation with trivalent ions) as 

well as with other families of elements without fitting parameters, they 

applied this method to calculate hydration enthalpies of divalent, trivalent 

and tetravalent ions and one can deduce ionization potentials 12, 13 and 14 

which are listed on table 3. We note, however, that one has to assume that the 
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electronic configuration in the aqueous phase and of the gaseous ion are 

identical. 

4 - METAL. 

IV. 1. Eleçtroniç_çonfÎS!JEâ£i2SS_SSl_£ïiS£âii2SE22!iiS-â£S!i£l!iEi2i 

One of the two main characteristics of the 5 f metals is that f electrons 

are, like rare earths, located deeply within the atoms only for elements 

heavier than plutonium. For that reason, these elements have a magnetic mo

ment as in lanthanides. But -Cfiésecond feature is the apparition of dyralency 

of the metal. This arises at 25 C as soon as einsteinium (Ward, 1983) and it 

is expected that divalent metals are also predominant in case 5f. fermium, mende-

levium and nobelium (Nugent et al., 1973a, Johansson et al., 1975). Hubener 

(1980) and Hubener and Zvara (1982) used thermochromatography with a metallic 

titanium or molybdenum column to compare metallic properties of heavy actinides 

with well known metals at tracer level. They conclude also that Es, Fm and Md 

should behave like divalent metals. Variations of metallic radii for the lantha-

nide and actinide elements with atomic number (fig. 2) illustrate the difference 

of properties of f electrons in the metal. Experimental and estimated radii are 

reported on table 4. 

The structure for trivalent, rare earth like actinides (Am, Cm, Bk and Cf) 

is double hexagonal close-packed (d.h.c.p.) below room temperature and normal 

pressure. According to Johansson et al. (1981), Fournier (1976) and Selezne-7 

et al. (1980), we can expect for the same conditions an h.c.p. phase for 

divalent einsteinium and predict f.c.c. phase for divalent Fm, Md and No and 

a cubic phase for trivalent lawrencium (table 4 ) . 

IV.2. EattO£v_1 

Since entropy of the heaviest actinides are not available experimentally, 

Ward and Hill (1976) established a correlation between entropy of the metal 

^298 C o m e t a H * - c radius r, atomic weight A, magnetic entropy term S . The 

expression is : 

S298 = ! s298 ! ! r U / r k | + 3 / 2 R l n \^^k' + StJ 

with S - Rln(2J + I) 

(u and k refers to unknown and known metal). 
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An excellent agreement between experimental and calculated values is 
observed for lanthanides (Ward et al., 1976). Ward et al. (1980) published 
calculated data for curium, berkelium and californium. Since einsteinium is 
a divalent metal, Ward (1983) calculated S° (Es) using Yb as a model ; Fm, 
Md and No are also expected to be divalent and Lr trivalent, and David et al. 
(1976, 1978) calculated S° for these hypothetical metals (table 4). 

IV. 3. Sublimâtion_enthalp_2i 

The cohesive energy is an important parameter, giving much information 
on the element. Sublimation enthalpy (AH°) of ''lanthanides and -ectinides have 

S • "' * & 
been interpreted by Nugent and coworkers (1973a), Fournier (1976) and Johansson 
et al. (1975, 1981) ; it\is related to the valency state of the^metal. One 

-K -1 
expects about 420 kJ.raol ••for a trivalent metal (like La, Lu), 160 kj.mol 
for a divalent metal (like Sr, Ba, Ra) and 600 kJ.mol for a tetravalent me
tal (like Zr, Hf and Th). 

Nugent et al. (1973 a)defined a function, AH.(M) which exhibits a smooth 
variation with atomic numbers : 

AH (M) = AH°(M1 when the lowest configuration of the gaseous atom is 
f s d or 

AH*(M) = AH°(M) + AE(M) if the lowest configuration is different. 

Values AE(M) or f •* d transition have been listed on table 2. The lanthanide 
experimental data confirms this assumption, but more precisely the experimen
tal curve AHg(M) vs Z (David, 1978) shows small deviations which oould be 
attributed as a "tetrad effect" (Peppard et al., I970> or double doufc.'e effect 
(Fidelis et al., 1971, 1966) or "W shaped curve" (Sinha, 1973, 1980). 

The theory of these particular, but small, variations have been propo
sed simultaneously by JiSrgensen (1970) and Nugent (1970). Nugent et al. (1973 
assumed these actinide series would give a V shaped curve as observed for 
lanthanides with a minimum at curium, the homolog of gadolinium. Therefore, 
they estimated AH and AH° for heavy actinides. 

By considering variations of the cohesive energy oi the metal with Z, 
Johansson et al. (1975) obtained data which fits a little better the experimen
tal lanthanide data, but the AH° estimations for Bk, Cf and 2s are similar 
to those from Nugent et al. (1973 a). 

Another set. 0f data has been derived by Fournier (1976) with a procedure 
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proposed by Gschneider (1971). This model considers the electronic configu

ration of the metal and correlations with metallic radius, melting tempera

ture and er.thalpy of sublimation. The estimated values forCf and the divalent 

metals Es, Fm, Md and No seem too small (> 80 kJ.mol ) and the first experi

mental determination by Ward (1983), AH°(Es) - iji kJ.mol , did not confirm 

this estimation. 

David et al. (197 6) reconsidered the Nugent's correlation between heavy 

lanthanides and actinides taking into account radiopolarographic data 

(Samhoun and David, 197 6, 1979). They conclude that theAH- function for 

transcurium elements should not follow a straight line parallel to the -€a^^ha-

nide experimental line fécond part of the "V" curve). AH_ should continue the 

line going from AH.(Ac) to AH*(Cm) (fig. 3). This observation gaVe estimated 

values for the trivalent metal Bk, Cf and Lr (David et al., 1976) which are 

tabulated on table 4. If one accepts a curium- dip of 46 kJ (as calculated by 

Nugent et al., 1973a),one obtains with the recent AH!(Cm) value ("ard et ai., 

1975) AH°(Ac) = 433 kJ.mol"1 and AH°(Lr) = 341 kJ.mol"1. New estimations 

AH°(M) using this new AH<,(M) function and predicted AH° values for divalent 

actinide are reported on table 4 and fig. 3. They are near to those previously 

estimated. It is remarkable that estimated values for Bk, Cf and Es are all 

consistent with the recent experimental data obtained by Ward et al. (1980, 

19&3) (table 4 and fig. 3). Moreover, AH°(Es) value indicates that this element 

should be at the boarder line of the divalent-trivalent transition line. It is 

interesting to remark that if we were to adopt the AH (M) function as a V curve 
_ i b 

with AH°(Lr) ̂  430 kJ.mol (dash line on fig. 3), the estimated values 

AH°(M) = AH„(M) - AE(M) would also agree, in the case of bûrkelium and califor

nium, with experimental data. Nevertheless, the estimated AH° (Es) = 174 kJ.mol 
„ -i b 

and AH (Fm) = 169 kJ.mol would indicate that einsteinium and fermi'jm are tri

valent metals ifig. 3) which is not confirm by the experiments (Ward, 1983, 

Hubener et al., 1982). 

5 - CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC RADII. 

Crystallographic radii are the basic parameters in order to obtain or inter

pret thermodynamic . data. Since they are functions of the charge, as well as 

the coordination number and the number of f electrons in the subshell and also 

of the nature of the studied crystal, it is important to get a consistent set 

of data. Shannon (1976) published such information for many ions of the periodic 

system. We will refer to these tables for a large part. However, since new 



crystallographic analysis are available, it is useful to test the consistency 

of data which are necessary for several correlations. Moreover, one has to 

estimate the not reported radii. 

As expected, reported values by Morss (to be published) of the volume of 

the unit cells of M-0, (b.c.c. structure) as well as volume of f.c.c. MO-, 

trigonal MF, and dichlorides are varying linearly with the third power of the 

radius. In a few cases, Shannon's data did not fit the curves, so we prefer 

to adopt the interpolated data. 

If one considers the rare earth like trivalent *ctinides, the diffïrefcce 

D3 between experimental\data of Am , Cm , Bk and Cf and those of the 

homologous lanthanides is«precisely 0.035 A. Therefore, this difference D3 is 

used to estimate trivalent radii of heavy actinides when no experimental data 

is available (see table 5). We will see later that solution chemistry of tri 

valent heavy actinides involves coordination number 8 and 9. It is possible to 

estimate radii with such CN, by considering the variations of R with CN since 

Shannon gives ionic radii of lanthanides with several values of CN. Trivalent 

radii, with CN = 8, ar^ added to the table 5. 

Johnson (1974) proposed the estimation of unknown radii of lanthanides by 

considering the expected smooth variation of R(M~ ) vs R(M ), M^ and M 

being isoelectronic ions. Couples of ions, with f = 0, 6, 7, 13 and 14 give 

indeed a straight line (fig. 4). For actinides, we have only two points (f = 7 

and f = 10) deduced from Peterson (1973) _ . From the 

curve of fig. 4, these two data are conflicting. Moreover, from a comnarisou 
2+ 

of the elution of No with other divalent ions, the curve indicating position 
2+ ° 

of the peak vs divalent radii gives R(No ) = 1.08 A from Maly et al. (1968) 

work and 1.02 A from Silva et al. (I9 74) data. We will consider an average 
2+ ° 

value R(No ) ̂  1-05 A with CN = 6. Ionova et al. (1976) determined divalent 

radii of actinides through Hartree Fock calculations of maximum electron density 

of the single, double and triple ionized actinides. These calculations agree 

generally with Morss's (to be published) estimated data, however, the large 
2+ 2+ 

difference between R(Bk ) and R(Cf ) is surprising. 

In order to precise the actinide curve R(M^+) vs R(M ) we examined the 

difference Dn = R(An a + - Ln" +). For tetravalent ions, we found D4 = 0.044 A, 
o 

D3 (as reported above) is 0.035 A, therefore a positive value of D2 (T. 0.02) 
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is expected and the point corresponding to f » 10 (D2 . 0) seems to be erroneous. 

The actinide correlation curve is obtained by drawing a parallel to the lanthanide 

curve from the point f « 7. It corresponds D2 • 0.02!. Estimated values are listed 

on table 5. 

Several tetravalent actinide radii with CN » 6 and 8 are tabulated by Shannon 
4+ '3+ 

(1976). Similarly, to get unknown radii, we plot R(An ) vs R(An ) for îsoelec-

tronic ions. Fig. 5 shows as for divalent lanthanides a good correlation curve : 

from ions with f » 7 to f » 12, it corresponds to a straight line. Estimated data 

(CN - 6) is reported on table 5. Values corresponding to CN - 8 are deduced (table 

5) from an analysis of lantbenide and actinyte radii with CN-~ 6 and 8 given by 

Shannon (1976). . . * 

6 - OXIDATION STATES. 

6.1. Existence of oxidation states. 

Actinides îrom americium to lawrencium are considered to be rare earth like 

and these elements are essentially trivalent. 

The actinide concept developped by G. Seaborg (1945) is the basic idea for 

the chemical discovery of the heavy actinides, since trivalent ions are eluted 

from a Dov;=.x 50 cation exchange resin by a predictable drop number (Choppin et al., 

1956). 

The fact one observed first the properties of trivalent rare earth like 

elements, but also the difficulties of experimental work with few atoms (having 

generally short half lives) led sometimes scientists to think that the heavy 

elements are well known. Recently, such thesis has been developped by M. Lefort 

(1983). But the dj,-overies of new oxidation states during the last eighteen 

years lead to giv up such a simple statement. 

6.1.1. Divalenay. 

After the initial studies, it has been discovered that 5 f electrons of 

these rare earth like elements have different properties than ', f electrons, 

even for heavy elements. First of all, it has been discovered that divalent 

elements form a .nuch more important group in the 5 f series than in the 4 f 

series. This result has been underlined as a major fact, especially by 

G. Seaborg (1976) and K. Hulet (1981, 1983). First indications of the disco

vered divalent actinide, californium, hc« been claimed by David and Bouissières 
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(1965). Similarly, with lanthanides the important increase of the amalgamation 

rate has been correlated to the stabilization of a divalent state (David and 

Bouissières, 1967, 1968). It is necessary to emphasize that this rate is not 

to be considered as a direct measure of the stability of divalent specie», par

ticularly, since values of citrate complexes of divalent and trivalent ions are 

varying smoothly through the 4 f and S f series. However, since parameters were 

maintained constant during the experiments, the break of the amalgamation rate 

vs atomic number curve observed for europium, ytterbium, and appearing at cali

fornium, was the indication of a new mechanism involving divalent species. 

It is the reason why we canncit-directly compare the amalgamation rate of actinium 

with that of californium on the one hand, and, on tTte other hand, that oflanthanum 

with that of thulium as\>roposed by Mikheev (1982). 

Maly et al. (1967a,b,'i.1968) were able to demonstrate that the assumed sta

bilization of divalent actinides continues, to increase with "Es and Vm, Md and 

No. 

Moreover, a theory of amalgamation process, called "radiocoulometry" has 

been developped by Samhoun et al. (1980). It gives quantitative interpretation 

of the numerous amalgamation experiments on lanthanides and actinides. Two 

reasons are involved in the increase of ̂ amalgamation ra;e. First, the possibi

lity of a reduction of the trivalent ion via a two step process 3 •* 2 and 2 •+ 0 

is favourable for a good amalgamation rate since comolexation is smaller and 

reduction potentials are more positive. Secondly, even with a 3' -*• 0 reduction 

mechanism, elements which have a tendency to foii; divalent ions have E°(3-0) 

reduction potential more positive than unreducible ions. Therefore, this is 

obvious in the case of lanthanides (Guillaumont et al., 1974) as well as heavy 

actinides (David et al., 1976). These two reasons interpret the observed cor

relations between increasing amalgamation rate and divalency. 

More direct evidence of divalenc of actinides has been proved by Hulet and 

coworkers (1967) and Maly (1969) for mendelevium then divalency of nobelium has 

been demonstrated by Maly et al. (1968) and Silva et al. (1969). 

Spectroscopic evidence was given by Edelstein et al. (I966, 1970) of the 
2+ 2+ 

existence of Am and of Es in CaF. matrix. 

Mikheev et al. (1972) reduced Cf , Es and Fm in hydroalcoholic medium 

with magnesium, and stabilized divalent state by cocrystallization technique. 

Initially, they characterized divalent einsteinium and fermium in solution. More 
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recently, Dyachkova et al. (1980) gave indications of the existence of di

valent berkelium with mixed lanthanide chlorides-strontium chloride melts, 
2+ 

and Sullivan et al. (1976, 1983) claimed the production of Cm (as well as 

Am and Cm IV) by pulse radiolysis technique. Indication of divalent curium 

were also obtained by Spitsyn et al. (1981) with chloride melts. 

Radiopolarographic studies in a non complexing media have been carried 

out by David (1970) and by Samhoun and David (1979) on Cm, Bk, Cf, Es and Fm. 

In observed conditions, it was concluded that Am, Cm, Bk and surprisingly Cf 

and Es are reduced via a 3 •* 0 mechanism. On the other hand radiopolarogram 

of fermium (Samhoun et al., 1979), mendeleviûm (Dav^d et al., 1981) anî A) 

(Samhoun et al., to be published) are interpreted through a 2 •+ 0 reduction 

process. Reduction in presence of citrate ions indicates that Fnft Md, Eu and 

Ba (Fourest et al., 1978) form citrate complexes of similar strength (log 8 

•x, 2 - 3) : one has to notice however that, with different experimental con-
2-

ditious (presence of SO, ion and a much higher concentration of californium), 

Musikas et al. (1981) interpreted their cyclic voltammogram with a first 3 -*• 2 

reduction step. 

6.1.2 - Problem of the existence of Md(I). 

Mikheev et al. (1973) claimed ten years ago, that mendelevium is reduced 

by magnesium to a monovalent state in an alcoholic medium. This result seemed 
14 2+ 

feasible since this ion would have a 5 f configuration as No , which is the 

most stable species in aqueous solution. However, Hulet and co

workers (1979) have repeated cocrystallization experiments which did not 

confirm monovalency of mendelevium. The distribution factors, after reduction 

of tracer elements and Md between a precipitate of SmF./SmF, and ethanolic 

solution, of fluoride from a KC1-KF melt, between Rb» Pt CI, and ethanolic so

lution, and a precipitate of Sm C1.-KC1 and the ethanolic solution, show in 
5 

each case that mendelevium, produced at the 10 atoms level, folloœ divalent 

elements (Es II, Fm II, Eu II, Sr) and not monovalent cesium or trivalent 

yttrium which are simultaneously studied. 

As mentioned above, radiocoulometric data by Samhoun et al. (1979) and 

radiopolarographic measurements by David et al. (198 la) indicate that mendelevium 

should be divalent in strong electrochemical reduction conditions applied with 

aqueous solutions. 

Mikheev et al. (1980, 1381, 1982) recently performed new works in order to 
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confirm the monovalency of mendelevium. Production of mendelevium here were 
3 . . . 

10 atoms each run. They studied variations of cocrystallisation coefficients 
with NaCl or KC1 with different concentrations of reducing agent and chloride 
and alkali ions. The fact that the cocrystallisation coefficient remains cons
tant seems indication that truly isomorphous cocrystallisation is observed and 
this should exclude anomalous mixe.1 crystals. However, one notes that only in 
the Hulet et al. (1979) work the behaviour of each monovalent, divalent and 
fcrivalent element was given" in each system. The presentee1 data shows clearly 
different behaviour for each class of ions,, although perhaps, with anomalous 
mixed crystal, one can precipitate fortuitously many oxidation states.- More-
over, one has to remember that mendelevium experiments are obtained in tile 
Mikheev's work, with a number of few atoms and that the measure of Md is 

3 >• 
particularly difficult since in case of 10 atoms one has to count the daugh-
ter, Fm, by spontaneous fission. For that reason, it seems difficult to 
observe significant variations with such a concentration.of chemicals. 

Our conclusion is that, if one obtained clear evidence of the divalency 
of mendelevium through different methods, its monovalency is still questionable. 

S.l.S. Tetravalent state. 

Curium, berkelium and californium are known to be tetravalent in solid' 
compounds or in solution. 

Asprey et al. (1973) prepared the first tetravalent compound of curium, 
CmF,, and Keenan (1961) observed solution of Cm IV by dissolving CraF, in sa
turated CsF solution in which Cm IV is stabilized by the formation of the 

- 2-complex ions CmF. and UmF, . 
J o 

Dioxide of berkelium was prepared by Cunningham (1963) and the first tetra-
halida, BkF, was prepared by Asprey et al. (1968). 

It is remarkable that the scientists who discovered the new element berke
lium (Thompson et al., 1950a) were also those who discovered (after its stable 
trivalency) t" L- main chemical characteristic, i.e. oxidability to the tecrava-
lent state (Thompson et al., 1950b). CfO,, the first tetravalent compound of 
californium, was prepared by Baybarz et al. (1972) and oxidation of Cf in 
aqueous phosphotungstate solution with persulfate as oxidant and ootic spectrum 
has been obtained by Kosyakov et al. (1977a,b). 
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Recently, Bouissières et al. (1980) using the gas thermochromatography 

method, observed displacement of einsteinium fluoride at a characteristic 

deposit temperature T ^ 700° C with fluorine as oxidizing vector gas. This 

T temperature corresponds to the place where 0T 4, NpF^, PuF 4, AmF 4, CmF^ and 

CfF, are observed (temperature T corresponding to MF- compounds should be 

higher than 1000° C). Therefore, the authors concluded that einsteinium should 

form a tetravalent compound. 

6.1.4. Oxidation atcctes higher than four. 

Peretruckin et al. (1978) got the first indication of high oxidaticfc 

states of curium using a ̂ peo'avalent compound of americium, K, AmO,(CO,),. 
242 • 242 X. " 

The 3 decay of Am gives ̂  Cm with hexavalent oxidation state observed in 
carbonate medium. 

Similarly, the production of pentavalent californium was claimed by 
249 

Kosyakov at al. (1983). These authors used the 8 decay of Bk and the fact 

that AnO, ions cocrystallise with Na,U0_(C0,), in concentrated carbonate so

lutions. Since about 10 % of the californium was sorbed by the precipitate under 

oxidizing conditions, it would indicate the presence of pentavalent californium. 

More recently, Merini et al. (I983) studied gaseous curium fluorides with 

the thermochromatographic method. With a low yield, fluoride." are observed with 

a deposit temperature corresponding to pentavalent and hexavalent actinide. 

6.1.5. Conclusion. 

From this overall view of oxidation states of heavy actinides it becomes 

obvious that their redox properties are much more rich than those of corres

ponding lanthanides. It means that the energy levels in 5 f shell are closer 

to each other than in 4 f shell. The major feature of these 5 f elements is the 

existence of a group of 5 f elements from Cf to No which are undoubtely diva-
2+ 2+ 

lent. This group could be extended to 7 elements if one adds Cm and Bk . I 
2+ 

must emphasize that the existence of stable No has no equivalent in the lan-

thanide series but also the fact that this 5 f ion is much more stable than 

the 5 f ion (Am ). On the contrary 4 f ion (Yb ) is less stable than the 

7 ">+ 

4 f ion (Eu" ). This fact has probably to be correlated to the different va

riation of the P(M) function (see chapter 6.2.4.) at the second part of the 4 f 

and 5 f series. It should mean that che 5 f subshell goes deeply into the atom. 
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We can summarize (fig. 6) established oxidation states (stable and unstable) 
as well as states which have been observed only through one specific experiment 
and need to be confirmed. Correlatively electronic configurations are indicated. 

6.2 - Thermod2namiç_grogerties_of_agueous_ionPi 

6.2.1. Structure of the hydrated ions. 

Trivalent aqueous actinide ions have been known for moie than thirty 
years. They are the most frequent oxidation states through the actinides. But, 
till recently there was no quantitative information upon the structure of these 
ions, their size in aqueous medium and the number of solvation molecule* surroun
ding the central ion. Therefore, calculations of ah interesting thermodynamic func
tion like hydration or entropy of ions were rather rough without precise knowledge 
of the considered entity. 

However, at the beginning of 1977, two independent projects were started at 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and Orsay. In the first case, hydrated radii were 
obtained by studying the migration rate of trivalent lanthanide and actinide ions 
in an electric field. Lundqvist et al. (1981a, b) obtained the total number (h) of 
hydration water after applying the usual correction to the Stokes law to the 
experimental mobility. Values of h are reported on table 6. 

The second work (Fourest et al., 1982, 1983) is also based on transport 
number measurements by a radiochemical method, since we have to study both lan-
thanides with weighable amounts and heavy actinides at a tracer scale. The me
thod here, is the measurement of diffusion coefficient by the open end capillary 
method. It is impossible to study in this manner the heaviest elements, since 
half lives are too short. However, the experimental parameter (diffusion coef
ficient D for dilute solution 10" - 10 M and the limiting value of D, D° for 
u = 0) is obtainable with excellent accuracy (1 % for y emitters and 1-2 % for 
a emitters) with an absolute value and not only relatively to other element. The 
temperature is stabilized at 25° C with less than 0.01° C deviation, so one has 
the possibility to get results with low ionic strength allowing determinations of 
thermodynamic properties. Diffusion coefficients D°, hydrated radii (from a correc
ted Stokes law) and number h of water molecules surrounding the central ion were 
obtained by Fourest (1983) for several lanthanide and actinide ions (on table 6 
data is reported for the heaviest element). 

It is remarkable that electrophoresis results corr-spond generally ^o the 
diffusion data, even though experimental conditions art less reproducible. However, 
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in this case it is not possible to get the expected S shaped curve, as shown 

from precise diffusion measurements : if one reports values of h (for heavy 

actinides and lanthanides) vs. crystallographic radii (R with CN = 8) it is 

now possible to compare on Che same graph, actinides and lanchanides (fig. 7). 

The observed discontinuity corresponds to a radius R « I.07 A close from eu

ropium for lanthanides and between Bk and Cf for actinides. In case of lantha

nides, similar curves are obtained with entropies of aqueous trivalent ions 

(Spedding et al. , 1977) and limiting equivalent conductivities (Spedding et al., 

1952 , M'Halla et al. and David et al., to be published). 

The number h represents J^e-total number of water molecules, i.e. S in the 

inner sphere and chose Qi-N) which are called the second hydration sphere. But,the 

radius of this second sphere depends on the considered property..Therefore, we 

have to take essentially into account the variations of h vs R. 

Habenschuss and Spedding (1979a and b, 1980) determined values of N for 

several lanthanides from X rays data on aqueous chloride solutions. Fig. 8 shows 

that N depends also on crystallographic radius. Since the solvation phenomenon 

is essentially coulombic, one has to conclude that (h-N) is also a function of R 

and since lanthanidesand actinids fit the same curve, h vs R, N vs R should also 

coïncide with both series. Therefore, Fourest et al. (1982) interpolated values of 

N for actinides on fig. 8. This data is given on table 6. 

Unfortunately, no experimental data is available for divalent or tetravalent 

accinides and lanthanides. 

However, we can observe that divalent actinides have intermediate values of 
2+ ° 2+ ° 

radius (table 5) between R(Ca ) • 1.00 A and R(Sr ) - 1.18 A. We expect these 

divalent ions to have an hydration number N - 6. 

For tetravalent actinides, a larger density could correspond to N > 8, but 

diffusion data with trivalent ions indicates that, with a radius of 1.07° (with 

CN = 2) or less, it is impossible to coordinate more than 8 water molecules in 
o o 

the inner sphere. Tetravalent radii with CN = 6 varv from 0.842 A (Cm) and 0.781 A 
* o 

(Lr) (table 5) and expected values with CN = 8 are between 0.95 and 0.89 A. From 

this data it is possible to deduce a coordination number of 8 for tetravaletit ac-

tinide ions. 

6.2.2. Envhalpy of hydration of aqueous ions. 

Goldman and Morss (1975) applied Che electrostatic model of hydration of ions 
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developped by Goldman and Bates (1972) to the case of trivalent lanthanides 

anc' actinides. Since this semi-empirical model needs experimental values of 

AH, in order to get a fitting parameter n, they determined one experimental 

value for Pu , ÛK. (Pu ) - - 3400 kJ.mol from thermochemistry study of a 

chlorocomplex compound (Morss, 1971). A value of n - 6.1 was obtained, and 

this parameter is assumed to be constant through the actinide series, since 

a constant value n * 5.6 was obtained for lanthanides, which fits the experi

mental data with an average error of 1 X. 

These calculated enthalpies of hydration for trivalent actiriide ions are 

given on table 7. . _. 

• " ' ' . • " * 

Recently, David et \ l . (1981b) proposed a general analytical expression of 

the absolute enthalpy of hydration of ions AH? which is a functit» of cristal

lographie radius, hydration number N and charge Z of the ion. 

2 , 

2 , , „ . „ ^4 . „ . „ , „ , , , „ . , „ ,3 . „ ,_,SZ 

AH£yd = a Z'/(R + 2 RJ + 8|Z|/(R + R ^ ' + YZN/(R + R,^ 

ON Z'/(R + K^y * WQ + W, [Z|/(R + 2 S^y + ?! ( -1) ' 

Since parameters like quadrupolar lomenr of water or induced dipole coef

ficient are not known with sufficient preuision, these parameters were obtained 

with 37 ions of charge - 1 to + 4 having a noble gas (or pseudo noble gas) con

figuration : halides, alkalis, alkali earths, divalent lanthanides, trivalent 

lanthanides and two tetravalent lanthanides. For each of the six families of 

elements, the average error is less than 1 %, and in the particular case of 

trivalent lanthanides this drroi is less than 0.4 Z. Therefore, it is assumed 

that similar accuracy should be achieved with rare earth like actinides with 

tne consistent set of ionic radii given on table 5. Since one has radii for 

divalent, trivalent and tetravalent ions, it is possible to calculate hydration 

enthalpies of the corresponding ions (table 7). 

6.2.3. Entropy of aqueous ions. 

The only experimental data for trivalent ions is derived from the Hinchey 

and Cobble (1970) measurements on plutonium trichloride hexahydrate. Martinot 

and Fuger (to be published) deduced S° (Pu ) = - 184.5 ± 8.4 J.mol" K . Ion 

entropies are separated usually in two terras S*(M) = S + S., where S is an 
e l e 

electronic term due to the degeneracy of the ground state, if necessary increased 
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by the contribution of thermally populated higher electronic states, S - Rln(2J+l) 
and S. depends on the mass and on the radius R of the considered ion. Similarly 
to Hinchey and Cobble (1970), Fuger (1976) and David et al. (1976, 1978), esti-

2 
mated entropies of trivalent ions through a correlation of S. vs (l/R ) since 
lanthanide data seems to give a linear relation. However, recent and precise 
measurements for lanthanides from Spedding et al. (1977) indicate that S° depends 
on the structure of the aqueous ion. The curve S° vs R shows a break which cor
responds to the discontinuous change of number of water molecules surrounding 
the central ion. 

Lebedev (1981) establisKecTan empirical relation between S. and th« qjiarge Z 
of different ions of théVsame element. This relation is : 

*>; log|s?| - a + bZ 

But since Lebedev did not take into account ionic structures, we have 
rejected such a simple expression which gives divalent ion values, in disagree
ment with other divalent ions. A more complex and accurate expression was given 
by Morss (1976) but again it does not take into account the structure of the aqueous 
ion. 

Since S^ depends on the radius, with the function related to the structure 
of the hydrated ion, and also on the mass M of the considered » ecies with the 

3 term y Rln M from the Powell and Latimer (1951) equation, we decided to consider 
a "corrected" S.̂  term : S c (David et al., to be published): 

S c =• S i - | Rln M and S°(M) - S c(R) + S e + | Rln M (I) 

Therefore, S will not depend on the mass, and the variations S vs R will 
be characteristic of the hydrated ion structure. It is remarkable that lanthanide 
data (Spedding et al., 1977) fits the S shaped curve S (R) (fig. 9) with an 
average error, smaller than 1 % of the S value. 

Since lanthanides' and heavy actinides have an identical dependence of ion 
structure with radius, which is obvious on fig. 7, it is possible to interpolate 
S c values of actinides on the lantha-i.de curve using the trivalent radii of 
table 5. 

We reported on table 7, S c, S and therefore S° (M 3 +) values. 

http://lantha-i.de
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It is interesting to compare the experimental value of S" (Pu ) • 
- 184.5 ± 8.4 e.u. and the estimated value - 190 e.u. In fact, these two data 
do not correspond to the same entity since this element should have itinerant f elec
trons and it is not to be considered as a rare earth like element. Our estima
tion should be only applied for transplutonium elements. But the difference 
between experimental and estimated plutonium entropy seems to indicate that 
entropy of light actinides could also be estimated by the same way with good 
accuracy. 

2+ 2+ ° 
Divalent ions from Cm to No have radii between 1.16 and 1.05 A. They 

2+ ° **+ ° * 
are between those of Ca (I .«&-*) and Sr" (J«-18 A). 

With the same method\as for trivalent ions, the corrected entropy term is 
S (Ca ) =• - 161.2 e.u and^Sc (Sr ) - - 167.7 e.u. Since these OJO values are 
close to each other, we can conclude that there is no change in their hydrated 
ionic structure, as we adopted on chapter 6.2.1. an hydration number N • 6 for 
all these divalent ions. S, values of divalent actinides are linearly interpola
ted on a S vs R(M ) curve and the entropy S" ) is obtained by adding the 

c 3 2+ 
mass term : •=- Rln(M) and the electronic term S (M ) (table 7). 

The case of tetravalent actinides is more uncertain since we have only one 
experimental data S° (Th ) « - 422.6 ± 17 e.u. (Martinot and Fuger, to be pu
blished) and Morss (1976) reported S° (Ce 4 +) - - 419 e.u. It gives S (Th"+) -

4+ C 

- 490 e.u. and S (Ce ) - - 481 e.u. These two data have to be considered equally 
taking into account the uncertainties of the values. Therefore, we assume that 
these two ions with radii (CN - 8) » R (Th + ) - 1.05 A and R (Ce 4 +) » 0.97 A 
(Shannon, 1976) havt similar aquo structures. By analogy with trivalent ions of 
similar size, we could expect a similar value of S for tetravalent ions from 

4+ 4+ • C 4+ 
Cm to Lr If one takes S * - 485 e.u., one gets S° (M ) with expression (I). 
The data is reported on table 7. 

With the same method, one can estimate entropies of unusual ions such as 
Cm0 2 , CmO- , BkO. and CfO, . From entropies of hexavalent ions of Np, Pu and 
Am given by Martinot and Fuger (to be published), we obtain an average S value 
of - 175 e.u. for oxidation state of 6 and - 108 e.u. for oxidation state of 5. 

Relation (1) gives S° (CmO, + ) = - 88 e.u., i' (CmO,*) = - 24,5 e.u., S° (BkO + ) 
= - 30 e.u. aud S°(Cf02 ) = - 22 e.u. Moreover, we could similarly estimate an 
entropy of monovalent mendelevium, with S T. 39 e.u. between S (Ma ) and S (K +), 
S° (Md) T. 108 e.u. 
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6.2.4. Enthalpy of formation of aqueous ions. 

Recently, enthalpy of formation of aqueous trivalent ion AHÎ (M ) have 

been measured for Cm (Raschella et al., 198.1), Bk (Fuger, 1981) and Cf 

(Raschella et al., 1982). 

Since einsteinium is only available as an extremly radioactive material, 

and heavier elements are only produced at the atou scale, it is impossible to 

get direct measurements for transcalifornium elements. 

David (1970) proposed to estimate the 3/0 or 2/0 redox potential from 

half wave potential of the corresponding electrochemical reaction and to Correct 

the data from amalgamation energy. A3 or 42 is estimated through a correlation 

with atomic number of similar elements. Nugent (1975) improves tliis method using 

a correlation of A3 or A2 with the radius of the trivalent or divalent metals. 

Half wave potentials are measurable for elements at tracer scale by radiopolaro-

graphy (David, 1970, Samhoun et jl. 1979) or radiocoulometry (Samhoun et al. 

1980). From radioelectrochemical experiments standard potential have been esti

mated for Cf, Es and Fm (Samhoun and David, 197 6, 1979), Md (Samhoun et al-, 

1979, David et al., 1981) and even for No (Meyer et al., 1976, Samhoun et al., to 

be published) with hundreds or thousands of atoms level. 

Fourest (1978) obtained a more precise correlation for divalent uetalsA2 vs 

R (fig. 10). Taking into account estimated divalent radii in table 4, Ù2 values 

of divalent actinides are read on the lanthanide curve (Eu-Yb), which is parallel 

the alKali-earth curve. Therefore, new E° (2-0) values are deduced for Es, Fm,'Md 

and No (listed on table 9). 

With recent data of the entropy of the metal (table 4) and of the aqueous 

ion (table 7), entropies of formation of aqueous ions are recalculated (table 8) 

and consequently new AHt ) are also tabulated (table 8). 

To give an interpretation of this data, it is now interesting to remember 

that Nugent et al. (1973a)proposed a correlation between lanthanides and actinides 

which is based on the assumed smooth variations of P(M) function with atomic 

number : this function is defined as : 

P(M) = AH°(M) - AH° (M 3 +) + AE(M) 

if AE(M) > 0, and 
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P(M) » ÛH|(M) - AH° (M 3 +) 

if AE(M) < 0. 

With the data of ûH° (M) and ^H° (M ) reported in this work, we are at le 

to get P(M) values for heavy actinides (table 8). Nugent et al.(1973a) without 

experimental c.ata, assumed a parallel variation of P(M) with Z for lanthanides 

and actinides. However, David et al. (197 , 1978) observed a linear variation 

of P(M) vs Z in case of actinides and not a "V" shaped curve, as in the case 

of lanthanides The new P(M) data confirms the different variation between 

heavy lanthanides and actinide_s__(fig. 11) and npt the parallel Jdashed tine) to 

the lanthanide curve. It is significant that P(M) values fit a straight liAe 

with less than 2 % standard deviation. Therefore, P(Lr) is evaluated (table 8) 

taking into account the estimated value of AH°(Lr) (table 4), and one gets new 

data for 4H° (Lr3*) and 4G° (Lr 3 +) (table 8). 

S.2.S. Redox potentials. 

Redox potentials E°(3-0) are listed on table 9. Experimental potentials 

of the M /M^ couples are reported on the same table and those predicted by Nugent 
4+ 3+ 

et al. (1969, 1973b) for the same couple and for the M /M couole (Nugent et al., 

1971, Spitsyn et al., to be published). 

Comparison between experimental and predicted data and those deduced by Nugent 

et al. (1971, 1973b) from linear plots of f •* d absorption band energy for com

plexes of trivalent lanthanides and actinides vs E° or from J(Srgensen's refined 

- electron-spin-pairing-energy theory (JfSrgensen, 1962, Ryan et al-, 1963) indi

cates several discrepancies even if the general trend of the variation of the 

redox potential vs Z are reproduced by these methods. For example, Cm see; < 

more stable than indicated by the estimated 3/2 redox potential : from the pulse 

radiolysis technique this potential should be higher than - 2.9 V which corres

ponds to that of the solvated electron and Spitsyn et al. (1981) obtained - 2.78 

± 0.07 V. In the same manner, with OH as an oxidant (1.90 V) Sullivan et al. 

(1976) showed evidence of the production of Cm IV .This observation should be in 

disagreement with the predicted potential E°(4/3) * + 3.1 V. However, this last 

experiment corresponds to the solution with pH 5.J - 6.0. It could make the apparent 

redox potential less positive similarly as Ce IHis quickly oxidized at high pH : 

a shift of more than I V is therefore possible. 
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3+ 2+ The somewhat old conflicting data on E°(Es /Es ) is not yet resolved. No 
recent data confirms the Mikheev et al. (1972) value of - 1.55 V or the Nugent 
et al. (1973b)estimation : - 1.3 V. However, since radiopolarography (Samhoun 
et al., 1979) did not give evidence of divalent einsteinium at a potential of 
- 1.46 V we will accept Mikheev's value. Although, production of Cf IV and 
Cf V, Es IV, Cm V, Cm VI has been claimed, no experimental redox potential is 
now available. It is useful to estimate these potentials and Spitsyn et al. 
(to be published) constructed a correlation between the transition energy from 
configuration f n to f n d and stability of high oxidation states. They obtained 
E°(Cm IV/CmV) - 1.7 V Value higher but consistent with David er al. (19£a.) esti-
mation, and E° (Cm V/Cm VI) » 1.5 V which means Cm V as well .is Cm VI should be 
observable in aqueous medium. On the other hand, a potential E° -<Cm Vl/Cm ''II) 
» 2.7 V seems to exclude Cm'VII. 

Similarly, Ionova et al. (1981) obtained E° (Cf IV/Cf V) - 0.6 V, and more 
recently Spitsyn et al. (to be published) obtained 0.1 V, to be compared to 0.3 V 
obtained by David et al. (1978). This data shows consistently that Cf V should be 
stable in aqueous solution.Lately, Kosyakov et al. (1982) succeeded to get first 
experimental indications on this oxidation state. Other estimated redcx potentials 
are reported on table 8. 

A general picture of redox properties of the actinides is obtained by plotting 
XE" M(X/0) in V (SHE) vs Z of heavy actinides. It shows the most interesting fea
tures : stabilization of divalent ions and the discontinuity corresponding to the 
f configuration, Am II , Bk IV and Cf V. 

CONCLUSION 

The investigation of the main properties of. actinides auJ particularly heavy 
actinides shows, in each case (i.e. cetal, entropies of aqueous ions, hydration, 
redox properties) that such basic properties are related to the characteristic pa
rameters as radius, the number of f electrons, charge, electronic transitions. 
Therefore, expressions are obtained which make possible calculation of unknown 
data and predictions of properties. 

It is important to emphasize that such expressions are interesting not only 
for interpretations and predictions of heavy element properties. By considerin; 
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light actinides, it is useful to quantify deviations from rare earth like elements 
which are related to effects of derealizations of 5 f elements which could occur 
until plutonium. Therefore, studies of heavy elements are also useful to get a 
better understanding of light elements. 

Besides this interesting feature, since the ;%iaeteen seventies, one has 
begun essentially to have a comprehensible knowledge of actinides. 

However, it is obvious that more work has to be done to get more reliable 
calculations fitting closely to expérimenta^ data. For example, the pionnee:; and 
fundamental vorks of Nugent argLcoworkers have.to be more precise in the light 
of new experimental data, as well as new observation» on heavy actinides. %he 
opinion that these elements are rare earth like .: not sufficient. It looks in-
correct for interpreting mapy properties. One has to take into account the appea
rance of a largerpossibility for ions to loose or get electrons, and, as previously 
mentioned, the importance of the divalent group of elements. 

It does not mean that experimenters have to neglect theoretical work, but 
they must accept that imprecise predictions come from insufficient knowledge of 
the physico-chemistry of the actinides. 

Coirelatively, one should notice that many basic properties have not been 
sufficiently studied by scientists. For example, entropies, structures of many 
aqueous ions, ionization potentials and,even existence or stability of some oxida
tion states need more imaginative works applying original radiochemical methods and 
correlations through heavy elements. 

It is sometimes surprising to notice how numerous or sophisticated researches 
are developped with such limited aims, when fundamental subjects are deserted. 
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Table 1 - Main characteristics of heavy elements 

Z Isotope •1/2 main decay main decay Representative •1/2 mode energy (MeV) production 
method 

Cm 96 
244„ Cm 18.099a a E a - 5.806 (76.7Z) 243 

" J C m (n,Y) 
2 4 8 C » 3.4 .105a a E a » 5.078 

.- E„ - 0.125 
(73Z) 2 4 7 C m (n,Y) 

Bk 97 2 4 9 B k 325d 6"(99Z) . 
E a » 5.078 

.- E„ - 0.125 - 2 4 V » . ^ c 

Cf 98 2 4 9Cf \35Ia 
2/64 a 

a E0- »*5.812 (84Z) 
2 4 9 B k t • 

2 5 2Cf 
\35Ia 
2/64 a a (96.9Z) E o » 6.118 (84Z)V 2 S , C f (»,Y) 

Es 99 2 5 3ES 20.47'd a E„ » 6.63 (90Z) 2 S 3cf C 
2 5 4 E s 276d a a 

E a - 6.429 (93Z) 
2 S 3 E s (n,Y) 

Fm 100 2 5 2 F m 23.0 h a E - 7.04 (85Z) 2 4 9 C f (a.«) 
Md 101 2 5 6Md 77 mn s (91Z) 

a (92) 
ct 

E a - 7.22 (70Z) 2 S 3 E s (a,n) 

No 102 2 5 5 M 
No 3.3 mn a E a - 8.12 (57Z) 2 4 8 C m (,2C,5n) 

259„ No 59. mn a E a - 7.52 2 4 8 C m (180,a3n) 
Lr 103 256T Lr 26 s a Ea " 8 ' 4 3 

2* 3A. (,80,5n) 

file:///35Ia
file:///35Ia


Tab! 2 

Electronic configuration- of 
and f •* d transition energy. 

Charge -

0 1 2 

Cm f 7 d s 2 f 7 s 2 f 8 

Bk f 9 s 2 f 9 s f 9 

Cf .10 2 f s f ' ° s f 1 0 

Es .11 2 f s £ 8 f 1 1 

Fm .12 2 f s . 1 2 — — f s f 1 2 

Md .13 2 f s V , 3 s f 1 3 

No .14 2 f s f - 1 4 s f 1 4 

Lr .14 2 f s p f f t s 2 f 1 4

S 

gaseous elements and ions 

f + d 
transition 

3 4 kJ.mol" 1 

f 7 f 6 - 14.5 

f 8 f 7 87.9 
f 9 f 8 202.3 
f 1 0 f 9 231.7 

f 1 - 1 - ' f 1 0 242.7 ± 25 

f 1 2 f 1 1 330.5 ± 25 

f 1 3 f 1 2 447.7 ±\e 

f 1 4 f 1 3 

(a) Nugent et al., 1973a. 



Table 3 

Ionization potentials (eV) 

11 12 13 11+12+13 Il+I2+I3 12 13 14 
(a) (b) (b) (c) (b) (d) (d) (d) 

Cm 6.021 13.1 -«no 39.6 . - 39.2 uTo 21.9. $7.9 
Bk 6.229 13.3\ 

12.5 \ 
20.4 41.0 39.9 11.8 22.2 36.9' 

Cf 6.298 
13.3\ 
12.5 \ 23.5 42.6 42.3 12. OS. 23.3 38.5 

Es 6.422 12.6 ^ 24.6 43.3 43.6 12.8 23.5 40.2 
Fm 6.50 12.8 25.7 43.7 45.0 12.2 24.C 40.9 
Md 6.58 13.0 26.7 45.1 46.3 12.3 25.0 42.2 
No 6.65 13.1 27.7 46.7 47.5 12.4 26.9 43.0 
Lr 4.6 14.8 22.8 41.9 42.2 44.8 

(a) : Sugar, 1974 ; (b) : Morss, to be publi shed ; (c) : Goldman , 1975 • 
(d) : this work. 



Table 4 

Metallic state 

S t r u c t u r e 

a t 25°C 

Valence 
s t a t e 

a t 25°C 

m e t a l l i c 

r a d i i 
o 

(A) 

b 2 9 8 

J .mo l " 1 K~ ' 

A H S 
kJ .mol 

f 

AH! 

kJ .mol 
exp . d a t a 

AH° 

k J . m o l " 1 

i 

Cm DHCP 3 1 . 7 4 3 a 7-2/0"'d 386+2 s ~ 387 * « * • 3 8 7 d 

Bk DHCP 3 \ 1 . 7 0 4 a 7 7 . 0 d 293±13 310 ± 6 d 292 ± 1' 

Cf DHCP 3 y l . 6 9 4 b , z . 0 3 0 b ' 80 .3 d 176±13 N)96 ± 1 . 3 d 172 ± 1: 

Es HCP 2 2 . 0 1 5 c 8 9 . 5 e 142±13 131 ± 8 e 135 ± 1: 

Fm FCC 2 2 . 0 0 ° 90.'8 f 138± 8 130 ± i 

Md FCC 2 1 . 9 8 5 c 8 7 . 0 f 134± 8 128 ± ; 

No FCC 2 1 . 9 7 c 6 4 . 8 f 130±8 126 ± ; 

Lr cubic 3 1 . 6 6 c 5 5 . 2 f 351±13 341 ± 1: 

a : Zachariasen, 1973 ; b : Haire et al., 1976 : 1.694 A corresponds to the dhcp trivalen 
form and 2.030 A to the fee divalent metal ; c : estimated value from fig. 2 ; e : Ward, 
private communication ; f : David et al., 1978 ; g : Ward et al., 1975 J d : Ward et al-, 
1980, 1983 ; i : this work. 



Table 5 
e 

Cristallographie radi i (in À) 

R(M 2 + ) RCM3*) RCH3") R(M 4 + ) R(M 4 + ) 
CN-6 CN-6 CN-8 CN-6 CN-8 

Cm 1.160 .972 1.092 .842 .943 
Bk 1.138 ——-.958 1.075 .831 .931 " 
Cf 1.115 

\ 
.946 1.068 - .818 .922 * 

Es 1.096 \ .934 1.051 .808 .908 
.896 Fm 1.078 \ .924 1.040 .804 
.908 
.896 

Md 1.058 .914 1.029 .795 .886 
No 1.047 .904 1.017 .788 .877 
Lr .898 1.010 .781 .867 



Table 6 

Structure--of the trivaletrt aqueous ion » 

\ " " 
10 6 &° 
. 2 -1 
cm s 

R 
a 
A 

h S. 
N 

(a) (a) (a) (a) 

Cm 6.12+.06 4.29 12.8 8.9 
Bk 13.0 8.8 
Cf 5.87±.04 4.67 13.7 8.2 
Es 5.77±.05 4.70 14.1 8 
Fm 14.1 8 
Md 14.1 8 
No 14.1 8 
Lr 14.1 8 

(a) : Fourest et al. (I982),Fourest et al., to be published. 
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Table 7 

Standard entropies of divalent, trivalent and tetravalent aqueous ions at 25°C in J.mol 

Divalent ions Trivalent ions Tetravalent ions 

sê -S 0 

c 
-S'CM2*) S" -S° 

e c 
-S^M 3*) S° 

e 
-S" 

c 
-S"(M 4*) | ftln M 

Cm 21.3 95.8 5.9 17.2 279.5 193.6 9.2 485 407 68.6 

Bk 23.0 96.4 4.6 21.3 284 193.9 17.2 485 399 63.8 

Cf 23.6 97.1 4.7 23.0 289 197.1 21.2 485 395 68.8 

Es 23.0 97.8 5.8 23.4 298.5 205.9 23.0 485 393 69.0 

Fm 21.3 98.4 8.0 23-Û-307.5 215.4 .--23.4 485 342 Ï9.1 

Md 17.2 99.1 12.7 
\ 

21.3 314.5 224.1 23.0 * 485 393 69 S 
No 0 99.5 30.2 

\ 
-.17.2 317.5 230.9 21.3 485 394 

398 

69.3 

Lr tl.O 324.5 255.1 17.2 485 

394 

398 69.4 

S ° ( M n + ) : standard entropy at 298°K 

S° - Rln<2J+1). S° - S°(M) - S° - 4 Rln M 

e c e 2 



Table 8 

Enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs energy of formation of aqueous ions 

-iS|(M 3 +) 

J.moi K 
(a") 

•-iG|(M 3 +)" 

kJ.mol 
(a) 

" -AH°(» 3 +) 

kJ.mol"1 

P(M) 

kJ.moi - 1 

( a ) V 

Cm 57.1 593 ' 615 ± 5 b 1002 
Bk 63.1 582 ' 601 ± 5 b 999 
Cf 7"-5 5°0 617 ± 11= 1002 
Es 92.7 573 601 a 964 
Fm 94.9 599 627 a 1000 
Md 106.6 504 535 a 996 
No 93.0 365 392 a 971 
Lr 108.4 5 5 627 a 970 

a) this work ; b) Martinot et al., to be published ; 
c) Raschella et al., 1982. 



Table 9 

Redox potentials (is V/SHE) 

- E° (3-0) - E° (3 -2) 
(expérimental) 

- E° (3-2) 
estimated in 

1 

E° (4-3) E° (5-4) 
estimations 

0 

E° (6-5) 
estimations 

0 

Cm 2.05+0.03 a 2.78+0.07 f 4.4 3.1 m 1.6 1.6 

Bk 2.C1+0.02 b 2.52+0.01 g 2.8 I.67±0.07 n 3.3 2.2 

Cf 

Es 

Fm 

2.04 c 

1.98 d 

2.07 e 

1.60 h 

1.55 h \ 

1.15 A 

1.6 

1.3 

1.1 

3.-5° 

"4.5° * 

5.1 ° 

1.3 

1.8 

2.7 V 

0.9 * 

1.8 

Md 1.74 e 0.15 J * 0 5.6° 3.0 2.4 

No 1.26 e - 1.45 k - 1.3 6.9° 3.1 2.6 

Lr 2.06 e 8.5° 3.1 3.2 

a : From &Ef (Cm ) given by Fuger et al., 1975 and ûS.(Cm + ) from table 8, one gets 
r aq _ t aq 

E° « - 2.066 ± 0.030 V. With recent iH (Cm ) measured by Raschella et al. 1981, 

one deduces E° = - 2.037 ± 0.040 V. Therefore, we adopt the average value 

- 2.05 + 0.03 V. 

b : - 2.01 ± 0.01 V deduced from ûH,.(Bk3+) - - 601 ± 5 kJ mol" 1 (Fuger et al., 1981) 
3+ f aq 

and AS-(Bk ) from table 8. 
-t aq 

c : Raschella et al. (1987) published a Dreliminary value AH.(Cf ) » - 617 + 11 kj. 
r aq 

One deduces E° » - 2.06 ± 0.04 V. - 2.01 ± 0.05 V was estimated by David et al. 

(1978) so «e adopt the value - 2.04 V. 

d : David et al. (1978). 

e : See chapter 6.2.4. 

f : Spitsyn et al. (1981). 

g : Dya chkova et al. (1980). 

h : Mikheev et al. (1972). 

i : Mikheev et al. (1977). 

j : Martinot et al. to be Dublished. 

k : Silva et al. (1969). 

1 : NugenC et al.(1973b). 

m : Nugent et al. (1976). 

n : Hobart et al., D0E/ER/04447-136. 
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1. Variations of ionization potentials vs atomic number. 
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2. Variations of the lanthanide and act inide metal l ic r ad i i vs atomic number. 
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3. Variations of the sublimation enthalpy vs atomic number. 
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4. The correlation between trivalent and divalent radii corresponding to 
isoelectronic ions. 
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5. The correlation between trivalent and tetravalent radii corresponding to 
isoelectronic ions. 
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6. Variations of divalent, trivalent and tetravalent cristallographie radii vs 
the atomic number of lanthanides and actinides. 
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The scheme of the oxidation states of curium and cranscurium actinides : 

dj Most stable oxidation state in aqueous medium, 
m 

E3 Observed oxidation state, 

Q oxidation state to be confirmed or observed through only one method. 
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The variation vs cristallographie radius of the total number h of water 
molecules surrounding the lanthanide and actinide trivalent aqueous ion 
(h is deduced from diffusion coefficient measurements). 
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9. The variation vs cristallographie radii of the hydration number N (corres
ponding to the inner sphere of the lanthanide and actinide trivalent aqueous 
ion). : 

• Lanthanide experimental data (Habenschuss and Spedding , 1979a,b 
and 1980). 

" Interpolated actinide data (Fourest, 1983). 
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10. The variation of the "corrected entropy" S vs the tripositive cristallographie radius (CN - 8) : c 

3+ . • Experimental data for the lanthanide and Pu ions. 
o Interpolated actinide data. 
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11. The correlation between thî amalgamation energy (âj(M)) of sowe divalent 
metals and the corresponding metallic radius. 
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12. Plot of P(M) vs atomic number Z for M,= 
act in ide s e r i e s . Z f ° r t h e s e " n d P a " °f eh« lanthaaide and 
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13- Variacions of XE° (M(X)/M) vs Z for Che oxidacion stace X = 2 Co 6 for Cm 
and Cranscurium elemenCs. 


